
Cora + Boomi iPaaS Connectivity 
Intelligently Connects Your Applications and Automates Your Workflows

Turn IT complexity into connectivity by connecting Cora to Boomi’s iPaaS middleware. Enhance your 
program insights using Boomi’s low-code connectors to break down data silos by integrating on-
premises and cloud applications, data sources and devices across your distributed environment. Get 
integrated in Cora faster. Benefit from the power of rapid integration across your digital ecosystem 
by tapping into a library of enterprise-level connectors.
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Greater connectivity to your project ecosystem

Easily pull data into your Cora platform 

Intelligent project automation

Easy integration with your IT applications

What is iPaaS? 
 
Integration platform as a service (iPaaS) is an industry-standard protocol. It acts like a 
set of automated tools that integrate the software applications in your IT ecosystem. 
The benefit of an iPaaS platform is that it provides pre-built connectors and business 
rules, that easily facilitate the integration of applications. 
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Figure 1: We’ve partnered with Boomi, a world-leading provider in this space, to enable your iPaaS 
Connectivity.  Build your integrations into Cora with a catalog of Boomi connectors.
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* “...any service”: varies depending on what service is capable of.  * “...any service”: varies depending on what service is capable of.  
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1. Build 
Quickly select your desired datasets in Boomi’s vast library of application and 
technology integrators along with pre-built starter processes.

2. Deploy 
Deploy integrations to Cora in the most appropriate location for you – behind the 
firewall or in a private or public cloud.

3. Manage 
Centrally manage Boomi with a cloud-hosted dashboard for a thorough view and 
reporting on status and process details.

Steps to faster deployment 
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1.  Greater connectivity to your project ecosystem  
The beauty of iPaaS Connectivity is that it’s empowering. Using iPaaS, your Cora platform can 
access over 160 connectors (from SAGE to Salesforce to SAP, from Jira and Microsoft Dynamics to 
Oracle and Workday). As you realise the benefit of one, you might have other unconnected systems 
in your wider project ecosystem that you want to harness. Chances are iPaaS will have a connector 
for it. Even if not, once your system has an API (application programming interface) then we can get 
you talking with iPaaS. Open doors and get the two systems talking. Connection is fast-tracked. 

2. Easily pull data into your Cora platform   
After technical configuration of your iPaaS Connectivity, you can easily bring information from your 
systems into your Cora platform, from, say, your financial management system (e.g. actual budget, 
committed spend etc.) or your HR system (e.g. user names, types of skills & qualifications, assigning 
staff etc.) or your sales system (e.g. CRM data, capturing of business cases, Gantt charts, risks & 
issues etc.) or data from a services project that you need visibility on, to front-load and  
back-load the work coming in – so you can run projects on that data, analyze progress, assess 
potential projects coming down the line, spec them out, and so on. All flowing naturally. The iPaaS 
solution also gives a consolidated view of all integrations: dashboards to present higher-level 
overviews; and process reporting showing the results of each execution. Integrations with Cora can 
be either event-driven or scheduled. 

3. Intelligent project automation  
Events that happen in your Cora platform automatically trigger workflows in your internal 
ecosystem. If, for example, a financial milestone has been hit, there’s a billing sequence that needs 
to happen. Once the milestone is complete on Cora that data is sent out from Cora via your iPaaS 
connector to your financial system to say: “Here’s all the milestones and their details, projects & 
tasks associated with these milestones, and their value. Now you can start the billing cycle.” This 
immediately triggers a list of activities, fast-tracking your cash flow. Benefit from this intelligent 
project automation and slash your invoicing days.  

4. Easy integration with your IT applications  
With the library of iPaaS connectors, we’ll enable you to join your Cora platform to a range of 
standard software systems. These include, for example, sales tools, document management systems, 
requirements management systems, financial management systems and your collaboration tools, 
amongst others. iPaaS connectors allow you to continue using the applications your users know and 
love but at the same time integrate those into your Cora platform.

Features
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Low-code platform increases efficiency 
and reduces errors with unique 
capabilities such as intelligent integration 
mapping and configuration, and error 
testing and resolution

Benefits

Get rid of integration challenges, so you 
can accelerate new business models and 
deliver digital products

Integrate everything in your digital 
ecosystem, even on-premises, so you 
minimize disruption, reduce risk, and get 
more done

Do away with excessive capital costs 
and the complexities of maintaining 
infrastructure and software on-premises.

Eliminate data and application silos in 
the cloud and on-premises 

Rapid, low-code set-up, configurable 
within a matter of hours 
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